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Independent, trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved colleges, LLC All rights reserved Each learner has different goals and therefore different approaches to learning English. However, some tips and tools are likely to help most English pupils.
Let's start with the three most important rules: The most important rule to remember is that learning English is a process. It takes time and a lot of patience! If you are patient, you will improve your English. The most important thing is to create a plan and follow the plan. Start with your English learning
goals, and then make a special plan for success. Patience is key to improving your English, so go slow and focus on your goals. You'll be good in English soon if you stick to the plan. It is imperative that learning English becomes a habit. In other words, you have to work in English every day. You don't
have to study grammar every day. However, you have to listen, watch, read or speak English every day - even if it's for a short time. It's much better to learn 20 minutes a day than to study two hours twice a week. Patience: Remember that language learning is a gradual process – this does not happen
overnight. Define your learning goals early: What do you want to learn and why? Make learning habits: Try to learn something every day. It is much better to study (or read, or listen to English news, etc.) for 10 minutes every day than to study 2 hours once a week. Choose your materials well: You'll need
reading, grammar, writing, speaking and listening to materials. Different learning routines: It's best to do different things every day to help keep relationships between each area active. In other words, he doesn't just teach grammar. Find friends: Finding friends to study and talking to him in priceless and
learning English together can be very encouraging. Make it interesting: Choose listening and reading material that relates to what interests you. Being interested in the subject will make learning more enjoyable - making it more efficient. Link grammar to practical use: Grammar itself does not help to use
language. You must practice what you are learning by actively using it. Use reading to help with other English skills: Reading can be used to help with vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and much more. Flex oral muscles: Understanding something doesn't mean that the muscles of the mouth can
produce sounds. Practice saying what you learn a lot. It may seem strange, but it's very effective. Exercises such as language tricks can help improve your flexibility. Communication: Grammar exercises are excellent, but having your friend on the other side of the world understand your email address is
fantastic! Internet use: The Internet is the most exciting, unlimited English resource anyone could imagine and is right at your fingertips. Imgorthand/Vetta/Getty Images When you hear the words fluent or fluent, your first thought is to think of someone learning a foreign language, not someone who is
learning to read. Reading fluent is not so different from current in a foreign language. Both rely on language skills well enough to understand and communicate easily. In the case of fluent reading, the language is written. Mostly, reading fluency can be defined as the ability to read text easily, quickly and
expressively without much effort and with little difficulty understanding the meaning of the text. When assessing children's overall reading fluency, there are two different types of flue that are usually considered: oral reading fluent and silent reading fluently. Much as it sounds, the oral reading is about how
fluently a child can read aloud. This kind of fluency is less about how well a child understands and remembers what he reads, and much more about how they deo-de-decode the text. If your child is a fluent oral reader, he must be able to read a certain part of the text without tripping or hesitant, use
appropriate intonation and expression (known as prosodia) and correctly pronounce most words. The silent reading of the gyr is slightly more complex than oral reading flue. While you should again be a fluent silent reader without hesitation to read what is in front of them, he should also be able to read
more than just word for word. The reader is expected to be able to read without a word or say words aloud while visually accepting and understanding more than one word at a time. Many children who are supposed to be fluent readers are not as fluent as they seem when it comes to silent reading
because, although they read the text with good and mechanical without problems they do not understand what they are reading. This is often evidenced by a child who read a book easily but can't tell you what the story was about, or answer questions about it. The simplest reason for reading fluently is
important because without reading fluently reading is not pleasant. Current readers will pick up the book and read it themselves, even when it is not assigned to the class. More importantly, fluent reading leads to greater success through writing, better vocabulary knowledge and a greater understanding of
what is being read. Thanks for the feedback! What are you worried about? English for journalists offers guidance on the development of English language for students studying journalism, or working journalists who want to improve their English skills. Students with a basic understanding and interest in
journalism are encouraged to enrol. In this communication course you will learn more about the key topics that are essential for journalists working around the world. These topics include: The Work of a Ethic journalist in Journalism Inclusive Journalism Local vs. Global Citizen Journalism Questions in
English vocabulary, idioms and grammar are also explored. English for journalists is sponsored by the US State Department and developed in partnership with the Regional English Language Office in Central and South Eastern Europe, The Voice of America and English-language scholars across Central
and Eastern Europe. The course is offered by UC Berkeley as part of the U.S. State Department's MOOC camp. Understanding current issues, With which journalists face globally Improve your English vocabulary and grammar in order to more effectively write stories Communicate with others in
interviews and reports Understand issues of ethics, equality and justice, such as journalism Receive a certificate signed with an instructor with the institution logo to check your achievement and increase your job prospectsAd a certificate on your CV or continue with your CV or post it directly on
LinkedInGive give you an additional incentive to complete the EdX course , non-profit, relies on verified certificates that will help fund free education for all on a global scale The term New English refers to regional and national varieties of English used in places where the mother tongue of the majority of
the population is not. The word book is also known as new varieties of English, non-national varieties of English and non-internationalized varieties of English. New Englishmen have certain formal qualities – phonological, phonological and grammatical – that are different from those in British or American
standard English. Examples of new English men include Nigerian English, Singaporean English and Indian English. Most of the adaptation in the new English refers to vocabulary in the form of new words (borrowed – from hundreds of language sources, in areas such as Nigeria), word formations, word
meanings, co-locations and idiomatic phrases. There are many cultural domains that could motivate new words, as speakers adapt to language to meet the fresh communication needs. – David Crystal, English as a global language, 2nd ed. Cambridge University Press, 2003 A pioneer in the study of new
English men was undoubtedly Braj B. Kachru, who, with his 1983 book The Indianization of English, initiated the tradition of describing the non-Native English variety. South Asian English is still a well-documented institutionalized second language, but the examples of Africa and Southeast Asia so far
have been described relatively well. – Sandra Mollin, Euro-English: Assessing Variety Status. Gunter Narr Verlag, 2006 The term that gained popularity is New English, which Platt, Weber and Ho (1984) use to define the English variety with the following characteristics: (a) It evolved through an
educational system (perhaps even as a medium of education at a certain level) rather than as the first language at home. (b) It has developed in an area where most English languages have not been spoken by a majority of It is used for various functions (for example, writing letters, government
communications, literature, such as lingua franca within the country and in formal contexts). (d) It has become printed by developing a subset of rules that they designate as different from American or British English. From their designation New English are New Englishmen of the British Isles (these are
Scots and Celtic varieties such as Hiberno-English); immigrant English; foreign English; Pidgin and Creole English. – Rajend Mesthrie, English in language shift: History, structure and sociolinguistics of South African Indian English. Cambridge University Press, 1992 Varieties of English spoken in
countries outside the circle were called New English, but the term is controversial. Singh (1998) and Mufwene (2000) argue that this is pointless because no language feature is common to everyone and only new Englishmen and all varieties are highlighted by children from the mixed pool characteristics,
so they are all new in every generation. These points are certainly true, so it is necessary to avoid insinuation that new (mainly non-indigenous) varieties are more inferior than old (especially native) . . . Nevertheless, the English of India, Nigeria and Singapore, as well as many other countries outside the
circle, have a number of superficial language characteristics, which together describe them as a group separate from America, The British, Australia, New Zealand, etc. – Gunnel Melchers and Philip Shaw, World Englishes: An Introduction. Arnold, 2003 The spread of English can be viewed in terms of old
Englishmen, new Englishmen and English as foreign language varieties representing the types of expansion, the patterns of extraction and the functional domains in which English is used between cultures and languages. . . . Old varieties of English, for example, can traditionally be described as British,
American, Canadian, Australian, New Zealand, etc. On the other hand, English is only one of two or more codes in the language repertoire and has acquired significant status in the language of such multilingual nations. Even in functional terms, the new English have expanded their functional range in
various social, educational, administrative and literary fields. In addition, they gained great depth in terms of users at different levels of society. India, Nigeria and Singapore would be examples of countries with new Britons. The third diversity of English, English as a foreign language, is often characterised
by the fact that, unlike the countries where new English people are found, these countries are not necessarily in the history of colonisation by users of old English, but use English as a necessary international language. Japan, Russia, China, Indonesia, Thailand, etc. – Joseph Foley, Introduction to the
New English: The Case of Singapore. Singapore University Press, 1988 1988
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